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Meanwhile, outside Cynthion Group headquarters, the Southern Boss' expression was dark as he lugged Rodney behind him,

about to get into his car.

Devon and the rest of the Hiltons caught up with him." Please wait, Southern Boss!" Devon shouted after them.

"Can I help you, Mister Hiltons?" the Southern Boss asked.

"Truth be told, Southern Boss, that Leon Wolf fellow has also crossed us Hiltons once before. I intend to discuss with you the

possibility of us working together to bring him down. I wonder if you'll be interested in that?" Devon explained his intentions.

Since Elegante Group was Hiltons Corporation's biggest competitor, the Hiltons had to find a way to bring down Leon for the

sake of the family business!

Unfortunately, Leon was not an opponent to be underestimated, not to mention he had the Thompsons and the Hughes on his

side too!

The Hiltons tried time and time again to bring him down, but their plans failed miserably every time!

As one would say, the enemy of one's enemy was one's friend; after knowing that the Southern Boss also did not see eye-to-eye

with Leon, Devon was eager to recruit the Southern Boss into working together so that they could bring down Leon once and for

all!

"Work together? There's no need for that! That twat is just a nameless little nobody, and it'll be as easy as squashing an ant for

me to defeat him! I don't need to work alongside anybody!" the Southern Boss replied smugly. Although Leon had the

Thompsons and the Hughes covering him, there was no way these two families could protect him forever!

There would be plenty of chances to bring Leon down again in the future!

Not only that, but Leon was only at the Emperor State, and he could easily overpower him!

The Southern Boss was known to be one of the most respected characters in the Gangster World, and he did not need

anybody's help to bring down someone like Leon!

On the contrary, this would be humiliating if other people were to find out!

Besides, the only reason he wanted to get rid of Leon was to claim Cynthion Group as his own, but if he were to work alongside

the Hiltons, he would be forced to split the shares with Devon once they succeeded!

There was no way the Southern Boss would agree to share his triumphs with someone else!

"Well, okay then! Since you're not willing to work together, we shant force you!" Devon replied after some thought. As powerful as

Leon was, he was still a nameless nobody in this town, and there was no need for two powerful forces like the Hiltons and the

Southern Boss to work together against this twat!

They overestimated Leon!

"Southern Boss, I do have to warn you about Leon's peculiar abilities; one can never accurately guess the true extent of his

powers, and besides that, he also possesses some sort of treasure that can protect him against attacks of even the Peak

Emperor State," Joel piped up rather hesitantly. He and Seth crossed paths with Leon many times now and fallen victim to him

every single time.

By this point, both of them began to realize that the treasure Leon possessed was not only one of the Peak Emperor State, but it

was likely to be at the Semi-Almighty State too!

Therefore, he wanted to remind the Southern Boss about this so that he and Rodney would have their guards up!

Not only that, but he was also secretly hoping that the Southern Boss could get rid of Leon once and for all since the Hiltons

would greatly benefit from Leon's demise!
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